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Consultations held at the Eleventh Session

1. The Working Party was instructed to conduct the consultations initiated
by the Goverments of Australia, Ceylon, New Zealand, the Federation of Rhodesia
and Nyasaland and the United Kingdom wader the provisions of paragraph l(g) of
Article XIV, on the deviations from Article XIII still in force pursuant to the
provisions of paragraph l(c) of Article XIV or of Annex J and on their continued
resort to such provisions. In conjunction with the consultation with Australia,
the Working Party also conducted the consultation initiated with that Government
under paragraph 4(b) of Article XII. The consultation with New Zealand was ex-
tended to cover the consultation required under the Decision of 20 January 1955
granting a waiver of its obligations under paragraph 6 of Article XV. The
summary reports which record the main points of the discussions during the con-
sultations with these five contracting parties are submitted herewith for approval
by the CONTRACTING PARTIES. The Working Party recommends that it be recorded
that the above-mentioned consultations have been concluded.

2. Pursuant to the provisions of Article XV, the CONTRACTING PARTIES had in-
vited the International Plonetary Fund to consult with them. regarding these con-
sultations and in each case the Fund had accepted the invitation to consult.
In accordance with the agreed procedures, the Fund supplied the CONTRACTING
PARTIES with certain material relevant to the consultations to be held, which
were as follows:

Australia

A background paper reviewing developments since the Fund's 1955
consultations.

Ceylon

The results of the Fund's 1956 consultations and the background
material prepared by the Fund staff in connexion therewith.

New Zealand

A background paper reviewing economic developments and changes in
the restrictive system.
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Rhodesia and Nyasaland
A background paper reviewing developments in the Federation since

the Fund's 1955 consultation with the United Kingdom.

United Kingdom

The results of the Fund's 1955 consultation, background papers
prepared by the Fund's staff in connexion with that consultation and
a supplementary paper reviewing developments since that consultation.

3. The background papers relating to New Zealand and the Federation of
Rhodesia and Nyasaland and the supplementary papers concerning Australia and
the 'United Kingdom had been specially prepared by the Fund for the assistance
of the CONTRACTING PARTIES. The data supplied by the Fund were referred to
and taken into account by the Working Party in the course of the consultations,
and the Fund representative participated in the discussions. The Working
Party wishes to record its appreciation of the assistance thus rendered by
the Fund.

4. In the course of the consultation with New Zealand under the Decision of
20 January 1955, the Working Party took note of the written and oral statements
.nade by that delegation. The representative of' the Fund stated during the
discussion that the Fund had had available a considerable amount of factual data
on the current situation of New Zealand and that the authorities of New Zealand
had co-operated in making information available and ensuring the accuracy of
the background paper prepared by the Fund. The Working Party also took note
of a statement by the representative of the Fund that the Fund, after examining
the information, had found nothing to cause it to comment on the question
whether New Zealand's action in exchange matters was consistent with the Fund's
principles.

5. In the course of the consultations, the representatives of the consulting
contracting parties addressed the Working Party on the general balance-of-payments
situation of their respective countries and provided information under the
various headings in the relevant plans recommended by the CONTRACTING PARTIES
for the conduct of the consultations under Article XII:4 and Article XIV:l(g).
The representatives of the consulting countries readily answered various
questions on the different aspects of the restrictions and generally participated
in the discussions on all questions on which members of the Working Party
showed an interest. In certain cases the representatives stated that they were
willing to convey the views expressed by the representatives of other contracting
parties on specific points to their govurnmunts for consideration. The
Working Party wishes to record its appreciation of the frank and co-operative
attitude of the representatives.

6. In the light of the Decision of 5 ivMrch 1955 granting a waiver to
Czechoslovakia of its obligations under paragraph 6 of Article XV, an.exchange
of views took place in the Working Party. It was agreed that a further
exchange of views would take place in 1957.
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ANNEXA..

REPORT ON THE CONSULTATIONS WITH AUSTRALIA

Introduction

1. The consultation with Australia under paragraph 1(g) of Airticle XIV had
been initiated by that Government; pursuant to those provisions in March 1956
and was concerned with its continued resort to the provisions of paragraphs
1(b) and (c) of that AJrticle. ,.t th, plenary meeting on 15 October, the
CONTPUCTING PIRTIES agreed also to invite Austvalia to consult with them under
the provisions of paragraph 4(b) of Arti.cle XII, In conducting the latter
consultation the Working Party paid special attention to the extensive changes
introduced in the Australian import rostriLtions on 1 July 1956 which it
understood to be part of a series of measures designed to deal with AustraliaTs
balance-of-payments diffi ,u.ties concmrning which iustralia had twice consulted
in the past eighteen ..onths, Thto l4orking Party therefore took into account
the reports of the two prevIious Working Parties which conducted the consulta-
tions in June-July and November 1955 (L/370 and L/465) , The present report
represents a summary of the major points of discussion and broadly follows
the pattern of the plan recommended by the CQ1TMhCTING PIRTIES for consulta-
tions under Article XIIo:4,. Somn questions which Care exclusively relevant
for the consultation under.Lrticl) XIV:l'g) are dealt with in a section
towards the end of the report,

Consultation with the Internationalmonetaryy Fund

2. Pursucmnt to the provisions of Article XV, 2, the CONMCTING PiRTIES had
invited the International Monetary Fund to consult with thom in conexion
with these consultations, with iAuotraia:. ixs relevant. the Fund referred to
the results of its 1955 consultations with Austraiia together with the
background material prepared by the Fuznd Staff for that consultation and to
the background pa-per on developments ;n A"ustralia since that consultation
which the Fund had specially prepared for the assistance of the COU'MCTING
PARTIES, These documents wure referred to and tnken into account by the
Working Party in the course of th., present consultati]Lons0 The result of
the FundTs 1955 consultation with ,Australi2a ,and the text of a statement made
by the Fund representative at the wiork[ing Party aru appended to this roportc

Circumstances leadi. to the charges tnreoduced on 1 July

3. In opening the discussion the Australian representative made a general
statement outlining the developments that had taken place in the Australian
economy since the consultations _t Lho Toeafh Session. ,t that time it had
boon hoped by tho Australian Goverruaioeret that the additional import licensing
restrictions introduced from 1st October i,55 combined with the fiscal and
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monetary measures that had been taken to restrain excess demand would be
sufficient to produce reasonable stability internally and to bring the balance
of payments into equilibrium by the middle of 1956 so that over the financial
year 1956/57 as a whole there would be no further drain on reserves.

4. In fact, however, the Government had found it necessary in March 1956 to
introduce further heavy increases in taxation and to allow interest rates to.
rise in order to reinforce the counter-inflationary measures previously taken.
Despite these measures, the full effects of which had not yet been felt, the
pressure of demand for imports remained high. By June it had become apparent
that the October 1955 import licensing restrictions were working much more
slowly than had bean expected and that there was in any case no prospect that
they would cut the annual import rate to anything like the figure aimed at -
i.e. HA650 million. The Austrelian Government had reviewed the situation in
June and, although export prospects were felt to be considerably better than
they were in 1955 when the target figure of LA650 million was decided upon,
it had reached the conclusion that some additional import licensing cuts were
unavoidable if the balance-of-payments position was to be adequately safe-
guarded. The new measures introduced to operate from 1st July were designed
to save some :=.4O million in a full year but were not expected to save more
than IA20 million in 1956/57. Even after the new cuts, imports in 1956/57
wore expected to exceed 3L700 million and, even with the improvement in export
prospects, it seemed clear that a further drain on reserves in 1956/57 would
be avoided only if net private capital inflow - a highly variable item in the
Australian balance of paymnents over the post war years - remained favourable.

5. To reinforce these new import licensing measures the Australian Treasurer
had in August 1956 introduced a. Budget which, after providing for the financing
of the whole of the Commonwealth GovernmentTs ILl1O million capital works
programme from revenue, was expected to produce a surplus of some Al108 million.
The Treasurer in his Budget speech had emphasised that the Australian Govern-
ment was fully aware that, if continued for long, import restrictions of the
present severity must be damaging to the .ustralian economy but had said t
he could not hold out much hope of early alleviation of the position unless
there was a major improvement in A1ustraliaTs export earnings or unless there
was a much greater inflow of capital into Australia than had been the case in
recent times.

6. The full text of the opening statement by the Australian representative
summarised in the preceding paragraphs is appended to the report.

Recent Australian trade trends

7, Proceeding with the consultation under the headings of the plan the.
Australian delegate, at the request of a member of the Working Party, provided
the following preliminary figures for Australian exports and imports over
the past three months
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1956 Imports Exports Balance

(LA million f.o.b.)

July 57.5 65.0 7.5

August 78 7 61.5 - 17.2

September 54.0 61.8 + 7.8

90. 2 188.3 - 1.9

8. The Australian representative agreed that the surpluses on visible
trade recorded in July and September were encouraging but felt no firm
conclusions about the underlying trend could be drawn from figures for
one or two months. Moreover, net invisibles (including freight and
insurance on imports, dividends and royalties, interest payments on

overseas debt and tourist expenditure) were always a substantial deficit
item in the Australian balance of payments. Accordingly a large
v±siblo trade surplus was needed if the balance of payments on current
account was to be brought into equilibrium.

9. In response to a question on the prospects for increased exports
of manufactured goods from Australia, the Australian representative
said that a wide range of goods were manufactured in Australia at costs
that would be competitive in export markets. With the general expansion
of the economy however, domestic demand had been increasing rapidly and
in the great majority of instances absorbed the whole, or virtually the

whole, of Australian output. In addition to taking measures to curb
demand the Government had been trying with some success to stimulate
the interest of Australian manufacturers in the export trade. He
could not estimate in any precise way what the increase in exports in

1956/57 might be but expected it might well be "some millions".
He mentioned automobiles and trucks as figuring prominently in this
expected increase.
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Basic Policy and Internal Measures

10, A member of the Working Party said it was clearly brought out, both in
the Fund background paper and the opening statement of the Australian repre-
sentative, that the extremely rapid rate of economic development in Australia
was a major factor in the balanco-of-payments difficulties Australia had
been experiencing, He asked whether any recent measures had been taken to
curb the rate of economic development.

11. The Australian represensative said that the powers of the Commmonwealth
Government to control the rate of economic development were limited. However,
in the public sector the Comnonwealth Government had been successful in
stabilising public works expenditure - much of it of a basic developmental
character - over recant years, In th3 private sector tlwo recent steps to
curb the rate of expansion had been the irrrecse in company taxation in March
last and the rise in interest rates,

12. A' field which the Government could influence directly was the rate of
immigration, Hare, the basic aims were to keep the immigration rate as high
as was reasonably possible aind to avoid violent fluctuations from year to
year In his Budget speech the T- (surer announced. that- it had been decided
that the gross int.a'.e of migrants in the current year would be limited to
115,000, a reduction of 18,0C0 on the 195;5/56 total. For future general
planning purposes a figure for net irrnzigration equivalent to one per cent
of population per year has been ad. pted as the aim.

13. A member of the Vorking Party asked whether the fact thc t expenditure
on personal consumption was :ontributing strongly to excess demand in Australia
had affected the pattern of Australian imports between investment goods and
consumer goods. The Australian representative said that there had been an
investment as well as a consumption boom in A'ustrFalia and that demand for
both investment and consumer goods had remained high over recent years. The
taxation increases imposed in March 1956 had been particularly directed
towards reducing personal consumption expenditure.

14. In response to a question on the effects of recent increases in interest
rates in Australia the Australian representative said it was not thought that
the recent increases would cause amy marked increase in capital inflow.
However, the lower rates prevailing before the recent increases had, particu-
larly after the increase in Bank rate in the United Kingdom, led to a trend
towards capital outflow,. For example, traders had tended to switch from
the United Kingdom banking system to the Australian banking system for their
short-term finance. The raising of interest rates in Australia would it
was hoped check that trond.

15. Several members of tho Working Partly expressed their gratification at
the fact that tho A;ustraliaUn rGoverninunt was not relying solely on quantitative
imports-rtstriions to overcome her balanfe-of-p mi diffi:-ulties but was
seeking to remedy the root causes of the d.s-cquilibrium by taking, within
the limits of its constitutional. powers, appropriate fiscal and monetary
measures ,
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Changes in the Import Restrictions

16. For a description of the import control system and methods used in
Australia, the Australian representative referred the Working Party to
documents L/493 and L/493/Add.1, the Australian reply to the questionnaire
on discriminatory import restrictions and the background paper supplied by
the Fund. It was noted that the changes introduced on 1 July 1956 related
only to goods under quota control from non-dollar countries. The general
level of licensing of imports from the dollar area was not affected and in
response to a question the Australian representative stated there had been
no change in the licensing of motor vehicles from the dollar area. Items
previously in the TAdministrative*11 category were transferred to the A and
B categories to which the global quota method applied. For more than half
of the items in category A quotas remained at 100 per cent of the level in
the previous quarter. The majority of the remaining items in Category A
were reduced by various percentages up to 30 per cent below the level in the
previous quarter. A few were reduced by a third or a half and in two cases,
where the demand for imports had become negligible, the quotas were reduced
by 80 and 90 per cent. In a small number of cases new quotas for Category A
goods were based on the percentages of imports during 1954/55. Goods in the
B category were sub-divided into seven sub-categories, known as B(l), B(2)
etc. The interchangeability previously existing for the whole category was
now applied only to goods within each sub-category. Quotas for these sub-
categories were based on a percentage of imports in 1954/55, whereas
previously the base year used had been 1950/51.

17. Several members of the Working Party asked questions about the policies
followed in licensing goods in the .dministrative category. The Au.stralian
delegate explained that import licensing budgets for goods in the Admitistra-
tive category were drawn up each quarter. This permitted flexibility in the
allocations but did not mean that trade in the goods concerned was subject
to arbitrary variations of a disruptive character. In his press statement
of 28 June the Acting Australian Minister for Trade had referred to "some
tightening and readjustment of allocations to permit the foreign exchange
requirements of essential development programmes to be met". The quarterly
budget system provided a means whereby priority could be given to plant and
equipment required for important development projects. In the main however
the allocations for goods included in the Administrative licensing budgets
did not vary greatly from quarter to quarter.

Effects of the Restrictions on Trade

18. The representatives of a number of contracting parties called attention
to the fact that the changes introduced in July 1956, owing to the selection
of products on which heavy quota reductions were made, particularly affected
their exports. The Netherlands delegate, while recognizing that there was

no country discrimination in the Australian non-dollar licensing system, said
that what might be termed "article discrimination" bore severely on the
exports to Australia of some countries, including the Netherlands. The
French representative informed the Working Party that on the basis of official
data it had been calculated that French exports to Australia, including textiles
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motor cars and wines, would be cut by about 15 per cent; 3.5 per cent of
the reduction would be borne by 2 per cent of the Australian imports. The
Austrian representative referred to a similar situation regarding his country's
principal exports of textiles and paper. The Italian representative con-

sidered that due to the composition of its exports Italy would be more

affected than other countries,

19. The Swedish representative said that paper and paper board which were of
particular importance in Sweden's export trade appeared to have been selected
for specially severe restriction in the July measures. A number of paper

items formerly in Category A had been transferred to the new Sub-category B(5)
for which licenses were now being granted only on the basis of 33,1/3 per cent
of 1954/55 imports. Paper products accounted for only 1.2 per cent of total
imports in 1954/55 but it would seem that the new cuts now being imposed on

the licensing of paper products would account for no less than 16 per cent of
the expected saving of 3A40 million a year. The delegates for Austria,
Finland and Norway supported the views of the Swedish delegate and in addition
the delegate for Norway pointed out that his country's second major export to
the Australian market, canned fish, had also been unfavourably classified In
the new Australian restrictions.

20. Some of these representatives pointed out that although it was within
the right of Australil^^ to choose the products to which to apply its restriC-
tions, the great Variation in the level of quotas applied to different sub-
categories had the unfortunate effect in practice of discriminating against
the exports of certain countries. In applying import restrictions a
contracting party had the obligation to avoid any unnecessary damage to the
commercial and economic interests of the other contracting parties. In
view of the improvement in Australia's export prospects they hoped that the
utmost would be done to ease the restrictions on the commodities in the "Be
category, In this connexion the Italian representative suggested that even
in the interest of Australian exports the restrictions should be reduced as
soon as permitted by the balance-of-payments position, and several members
of the Working Party expressed the hope that any relaxation of restrictions
would begin with the latest import restrictions. Representatives from the
dollar area pointed out that acceptance of this procedure would be of serious
concern to suppliers from the dollar area since the restrictions on their
trade would be the last to be relaxed. They expressed the hope, therefore.
that when any relaxations were possible dollar goods would share in them.

21. In the course of the discussion that followed the Australian represents
tive pointed out that despite the previous intensifications of Australian
import restriction inApril and October 1955 imports into Australia frommost
European countries had actually increased in value in 1955/56. There always
had to be some flexibility in administering any system of import licensing
and the fears expressed by the various members of the Working Party might
well prove in retrospect later on to have been exaggerated.

22. On the question of paper and paper board, the Australian representative
pointed out that not all such items were included in sub-cat4gory B(5), for
which the quotas had indeed been drastically cut; certain paper items were
licensed in tho "all countries" budgetwhilst others were included either in
the A or the Administrative categories, In addition some items initially
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licensed under Category B(5) were now being licensed in Category A,. He also
pointed out that the development of domestic supplies would have brought about
a reduction in imports irrespective of the new restrictions, In conclusion
the Australian representative stated that he had taken note of all the state-
ments concerning the effects of the restrictions as felt by the contracting
parties concerned, and of the hope they expressed for an early relaxation of
the restrictions. These would be reported to the Australian Government for
consideration. The Australian representative also said that his Government
was always prepared to discuss with the trade representatives of any contracting
party any special difficulties and to make adjustments in an endeavour to
meet such special cases wherever it was practicable to do so within the limits
imposed by the necessity of protecting the balance of payments. On the question
of avoiding unnocessnry damage tc the trade of contracting parties, the
Australian repres.entative called attention to the fact that with minor exocop-
tions in relation to Japan the restrictions on non-dollar imports wero,pplied
non-discriminatorily to imports from all countries outside the dollar.area.
Importers were thus permitted to purchase from any source except the dollar
countries which might prove the.most adventageous on commercial considerations.
In this` way possible damage to Cny particular contracting party was reduced
to the minimum.

23. The Netherlands representative took tbh opportunity to express his
Government's appreciation of the fact thot, in imposing the new restrictions
the Australian Government had made special arrangements to permit the
importation of goods on frm order..

24. The United States representative said that when restrictions were
maintained for a long time it was essential that affected exporters should
be permitted to maintain some contact with the market of the country applying
the'restrictions so that.tho outlet would not be totally lost to them when
the restrictions were reduced a.nd.:eventually eliminated. The United.States
Government therefore appreciated the opportunities which had been provided
for direct discussion to take place with the Australian Government.

Steps taken to-reduce the protective effects of the restrictions

25. On the question of reducing the incidental protective effects. of the.
restrictions, the Australian representative referred to the various statements
made by his Government since 1952 on the fundamental policy of not using
quantitative restrictions for protective purposes and the repeated warnings
given by the Consultative Committee on Import Policy, as well as by the
Associated Chambers of Dnrnufactures, that the quantitative restrictions
temporarily appliad.for balnce-of-payments reasons should not be relied upon
for'protection.' The. interchangeability of quotas within Category B had beon
conoeivrod as an effective. means of reducing the protective effects on any
particular domestic industries. In response to a question the.Australian
representative said that the. reduction in the scope(of the interchangeability
as I result of the July.measures might to somo extent increase the risk of
Uneconomic expansion of domestic production, but against this disadvantage
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had to be weighed the need for minimising damaging effects on the economy
of the trafficking in licences user the old system. In any case as almost
all expansion of production required some imported capital goods components
or raw materials the licensing authorities could act to prevent the setting
up or expansion of un-economic industries.

Discriminatory Aspects of the restrictions

26. As relevant for the consultation under Article XIV:l(g) the Australian
representative stated that apart from the special treatment accorded to a
limited number of imports from Japan, discrimination in the application of
Australia's import restrictions was against the dollar area only. The
discriminatory.application of restrictions is pursuant to the provisions
of paragraph 1(b) and l(c) of Article XIV. He stated that, in determining
its policy on discrimination, Australia has had to take into consideration
its deficits on dollar account, indicated in the statistics supplied by the
International Monetary Fund, and the fact that such deficits have been met
by drawings on the sterling areas dollar resources.

27. The Australian representative noted that since the consultation in 1955
under Article XIV, the discriminatory element in tho restrictions had been
reduced in two ways. First, three more items were added to the list
products for which quotas were established on a world-wide basis and for which
licences issued were valid for imports from all countries, Sect ndly, the
limitation placed on imports from non-dollar countries as a result of the
changes introduced in July 1956 had the effect of reducing the margin of
discrimination between restrictions on dollar imports and those or. non-dolltr
imports.

a&. g e"~y1 j frt s &ta-t.A Chat in
expanding the area of non-discriminatory quotas, it was likely that further
items would be added to tho list of world quota products as the financial
position permitted. By gradually enlarging that list, it was hoped that
discrimination would be reduced and eventually eliminated. On this point
certain members of the Working Party said that their governments welcomed
such measures to reduce discrimination and hoped that further progress
would be made in the near future.

29* On the question of the role played by price consideration in 3ioensisg
goods from the dollar area, the iustraliani rpresentmtive said that while
price was only one of a number of factors to be taken into account the
Australian authoritieswere keenly aware of the need to keep costs down in
ALustralian.industtries both primary and secondary. In general, it was the
practice to license essential items from the dollar axrea. wherever there was
a significant price advantage to be gained.
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30. Representatives of countries in the dollar area said that in view of
comments made by other members of the Working Party about the effects of the
Australian restrictions or. their trade, they felt it should be pointed out
that the dollar countries were the most severely affected. Nevertheless
they were fully aware of the difficulties with which the Australian Government
was confronted and particularly welcomed the fiscal and monetary measures
which had been taken with a view to reducing reliance on quantitative import
restrict ions,

General

31. Members of the Working Party eommented that the active participation
of representatives of the various countries in the discussion indicated
the widespread effects on trade of the Australian restrictions. There
was concern that further restrictive import measures had been necessary
but sympathy was expressed with the balance-of-payments difficulties with
which Australia, as a rapidly developing country, was confronted. It was
noted with gratification that the Australian Government had reaffirmed its
intention to relax the restrictions as soon as practicable and to pursue
internal policies designed to reduce and eventually eliminate the need to
rely on quantitative restrictions and hope was expressed that Australia
would be successful in reaching the requisite equilibrium for such
constructive action.
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APPENDICES TO HE REPORT ON THE CONSULTATIONS WITH AUSTRALIA

1 Statement by the Austrelian Representative

at the Opening of the Consultations

Australia has consulted twice with the CONTRACTING PARTIES under
Article XII in the last eighteen months and the general nature of the
persistent balance-of-payments difficulties which have confronted us -
and still do confront us - will in consequence already be familiar to
all members of the Working Party.

The striking feature of the Australian economic scene in recent years
has been the rate at which the economy as a whole has been expanding. The
population which before the war stood at some 71 million has now reached
almost 92 million and roughly half of this increase is attributable to the
high rate of immigration which has been maintained in the postwar years.
Alongside this population growth - and in part induced by it - there has
been an extremely high rate of capital investment in both the public and
the private sectors of the economy and a rapid increase in the output of
both primary and secondary industries. Investment expenditure has,
despite the restraints by the Government, tended to continue at a rate
which it has not been possible to cover from internal savings and imports
of capital from overseas. This in turn has tended to generate an excessive
internal demand for goods and services of all kinds and to place a strain
on the balance of payments.

For political, strategic and social reasons as well as on economic
grounds it has been the aim of Australian Government policy to encourage
the maximum rate of immigration and economic development compatible with
the maintenance of internal stability and international solvency. The
task of the Government in achieving this aim has however been rendered
particularly difficult over the past two years by a sharp deterioration
in the terms of trade arising principally from a decline in the prices
obtainable on world markets for our major export commodities. A further
complicating factor is the Australian federal system which imposes con-
stitutional limitations on the powers of the Commonwealth Government.

At the consultations at the Tenth Session a full explanation was given not
only of the import licensing measures introduced as from 1 October 1955 - which
as members of t1* Working Party will recall were designed to reduce imports by
the June Quarter of 1956 to an annual rate of 1A 650 million - but also of the
fiscal and monetar.-y measures taken to reduce inflationary pressures and assist
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in achieving internal as well as external stability. These measures included
budgeting for a surplus of nearly 150 million in the 1955/56 Budget, the
curbing of bank advances, a cut in the Commonwoalth public works programme,
and the acceptance of voluntary restraint by the major hire purchase companies.
Action was also initiated to give further assistance to the promotion of exports.

At the time of the consultntions there seemed every reason to suppose that
the combination of measures introduced would suffice to produce reasonable
ste.bility internally and to bring the balance of payments into equilibrium
by the middle of 1956 so that over the financial year 1956/57 as a whole there
would be no further drain on our already uncomfortably depleted international
reserves.

These expectations were however falsified by events.

By March of this year it had become apparent that, despite the measures
taken, internal inflationary pressures wore mounting. XIioreover, although
the 1955/56 Budget estimates of revenue End expenditure seemed likely to turn
out much as expected loan raisings on the domestic market and overseas had
proved disappointing and it had become clear that unless something was done
the extra-budgetary commitments of the Commonwealth Government muld probably
result in a cash deficit over the Government's transactions as a whole of some
130 million for the financial year. The weakening of the loan market had also
made it necessary for the Central Bank to intervene heavily on the bond market
thus adding to the money supply end to the pressure of demand.

To meet this situation the Prime Minister introduced on 14 flaroh last
what amounted to a supplementary budget. Sales tax on motor vehicles and
many other classes of goods was sharply increased; the petrol tax was raised;
and customs and excise duties were increased on beer, spirits, tobacco and
cigarettes, There was no increase in personal income tax but company taxation
was raised by a shilling in the pound.

The revenue from these increased taxes was estimated at O115 million in
a full year equivalent to an increase of 10 per cent. in total BuAgot revenue.

ft the same time the Central Bank reduced its support for the long-toen
bond market allowing the yield to rise from about 41 per cont to something
over 5 per cent and, by arrangement, interest rates on bank overdrafts were
permitted to be raised from the former. pegged figure of 5 per cant to a
maximum of 6 per cent (with the understanding that the average rate charged
would not exceed 51 per cent).

It should perhaps be emphasised that these drastic niew fiscal and
monetary measures were taken primarily for internal reasons and did not arise
from any major reassessment of the bnlanco-of-payments situation. During
the first quarter of the year the monthly trade figures were distorted by
industrial disputes on the waterfront which in turn led to some postponement
of wool sales. However, althougph this meant some deferment of receipts,
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export prospects for 1955/56 as a whole looked rather better last March than
they had at the time the October restrictions were decided upon; and,
although there may have been some doubts about the import estimates, it was
still generally thought that by the middle of the year the import figure
would have come down to an annual rate not far in excess of the target of 1:65C
million,

However, as the monthly figures become available, it became evident that
the October import licensing measures wore going to be much slower in affecting
the flow of imports than had been expected and that in any case there was no
prospect of their cutting the import rate to a figure of anything like like650
million. The annual import rate in the June quarter was in fact 1A811 million.

We have, of course, been looking closely at the reasons for this. We
are by no means sure that we have an explanation which we ourselves w-;uld
regard as completely satisfactory. We do, honwiver, know a number of the
contributing factors.

(a) .iustralipn import licences have an initial period of validity
of one year and until recently extensions were normally granted
whenever a reasonable prima facio case. for oxtonsion is presented.
Many of tho imports coming in during the June Quartor - and
indeed subsequently - hav.u boicl'n importAd i against liconcos that
were outstanding before the3 October 1955 restrictions wore
introduced.

(b) In the initial period following th6 introduction of the October
measures some flexibility in administration wa.s necessary to
avoid unduc disruption of trado and to moot hardship casus
affecting both iustralian importers and their overseas suppliers.

(c) Imports of various categories of goods which even aftor the
October measures are boing licensed without quantitative
restrictions (and in valuo the rmost important of these are
petroleum products) continued to be imported ait a rate well
above the estimates compiled officially after consultp.tion
with the trcde.

(d) There are various deficiencies in the stAtistits relating
to import quotas and licences rising principrilly from the
fact that the Australian Government has always regarded
balance-of-payments import restrictions as temporary measures
to be dismantled as quickly as possible and has therefore been
reluctant to incur the expenditure in monerey and manpower
required to set up r:n olatbornte system of statistical records.

The continuation of such n high rate of imports nine months after the
October restrictions wore introduced was clearly something the Government
could not afford to ignore. In June a thorough review of the current
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balance-of-payments situations and prospects was made as a result of which
the new measures which operated from 1 July and which are the subject of the
present consultations were decided upon.

It is perhaps a salutary lesson in the difficulty of making belance-of-
payments forecasts to look back at the estimates we were using at the time
of the Tenth Session and to compare them with the actual outturn for 1955/56.

Then we thought export receipts for 1955/56 would not exceed 3,73O million.
In fact they totalled ILL773 million.

Then we thought that imports would be about Lh750 million. In fact they
totalled Lii.819 million.

Then we thought the net deficit on invisibles would be &bout the same as
in tho previous year - 3iJ.73 million. In falct this proved almost exactly
right. The not deficit on invisibles in 1955/56 totalled .175 million.

This means that we had a net balance of payments deficit on current
account of kLL221 million.

We thought at the time of the Tenth Session that we might have a net
surplus of some 3;50 million on capital account as a partial offot to the
expected current account deficit. In fact we did much better than that.
The net surplus on capital account turned out to be L&,146 million.

Nevertheless, despite that offset, we suffered during 1955/56 a further
decline in our international reserves of IL,73 million bringing the total down
to what the Treasurer has called the "uncomfortably low" figure of I~t355 million,

In determining what further action was needed the Government had of *OOsQ
not only to take cogrisance of the outturn for 1955/56 but also to look forward
to the prospects for 1956/57.

It is still too early to put forecasts for 1956/57 into terms of promise
figures. If needed, we have last year's axperienca to remind us how wide
the margin of error can be.

In looking at the prospects for 1956/57 now we have rather more infor-
mation to go on than the Government had last June. But the picture as we now
see it does not differ materially from that which led the Government to the
conclusion that some further import licensing cuts were inescapable.

Prospects for exports in 1956/57 are encouraging. The wool clip is
expected to be nearly 6 per cent higher in quantity and prices at the opening
wool auctions were 5 to 71 per cent higher than the closing prices at the end
of the 1955/56 season. The wheat crop will be smaller but there is a large
carry-over available for disposal. Prospects for other primary products vary
but there are welcome indications of an increase in exports of manufactured
goods.
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The annual rate of imports in the September quarter just ended was still
running at mA760 million but we believe the full effect of the October 1955
measures has not yet been felt. The new measures imposed from 1 July,
although designed to effect a saving of some A40 million in a full year,
could not we think save more than A20 million (and probably less) in 1956/57.

Nevertheless, although no precise estimate can be given we expect imports
in 1956/57 to be well below last years total of A819 million and with an
increase in export receipts, we would expect to have a favourable balance of
visible trade in 1956/57e

apart from covering the f.o.b. cost of imports, however, Australia has
to meet heavy payments for "invisibles". The largest items are freight and
insurance on imports, dividends rtai y.-,- sI ust payments on overseas
debt and tourist expenditure. A's I have already said the net deficit on
current invisibles in 1955/56 was LiX75 million and we must expect to have to
face a similar bill in 1956/57

The inescapable conclusion is that even after the July measures we shall
be able to avoid a further decline in our alree. depleted international
reserves in 1955/56 only if net capital inflow ?ntinues on a substantial
scale,. While the possibility of further government! borrowing abroad is
being explored the funds available overseas for such investment are limited
and competition for them is keen. Thus we shall be heavily dependent on
sustained private capital inflow - an item which in our experience in the
post-war period hasd been subject to wide fluctuations from year to year.

The Australian Government reco&ises that, if continued for long, import
restrictions at the present degree of severity must be damaging to the economy.
It is continuing in full rigour the budgetary and monetary neiasures introduced
to curb excess demand and is doing what it can to promote a higher level of
exports.

In view of the scale of the drastic taxation increases introduced last
March the Budget introduced by the Treasurer on 30 August last contained only
minor revisions and adjustments of the tax level,, The full effects of the
March measures will however be felt in 1956/57 and in addition to financing
the whole of the Commonwealth GovernmentTs 'u.LGO million capital works programme
from revenue, the Treasurer was able to budget for a surplus of 6108 million
for transfer to the Loan Consolidation and Investment Reserve where the funds
will be available as required to assist the fJn-nc4.n" of State Government works
programmes or to redoom maturing debt which cannot be refinanced on the loan
market.

The Working Party will of course be interested to know what the prospects
are for some relaxation of the present severe izrnort licensing restrictions.
Ls to the Government's present thinking on thi subject I can do no better
than quote the following passagesfron. the Treas!.rerTs Budget Speech,



"Even when imports have fallen to the planned level and even
if export earnings this year prove to be appreciably greater
than last year, we will still be dependent upon a considerable
amount of capital inflow if we are to avoid a further fall in
our international reserves. The rate of such inflow... has
tended to be ... highly variable ... and to be dependent upon
it is not at all a secure position.

'Nore unsatisfactory still is the thought that a balance in our
external trade and payments seems possible at this stage only
on the basis of severely restricted imports. In the light of
our trade position and the state of our reserves the Covernnent
had no choice but to curtail imports; but it would be the lest
to claim that the present state of things is satisfactory or even
tolerable. If continued for long, import restrictions at the
present degree of severity must be damaging toour economy and yet,
unless there is a major improvement in our export earnings or
unless capital inflow is much larger than in recent times, fit is
difficult to see the position being much alleviated in the
immediate future,

"The fact is that we cannot afford R reasonably satisfactoryr flow
of imports unless end until our export earnings rise much higher,
We need an export income more like TolOO,000Q000 a year th .;i
L80000OOOO. We also neud a steady flow of capital on both
public and private account.

"rHowever, although our immediate balance-of-payments problem is
difficult, I do not think that, on a rather longer view, we need
despair of a solution; and I certainly do not join with those
who say that, unless we reduce our rate of economic growth, we
must resign ourselves to chronic shortages of foreign exchange
and perpetual import restrictions.

"Obviously, of course, a solution depends upon the satisfaction of
curtain basic conditions tcnd of these some, admittedly, are more
or less beyond our control. For example, our export earnings
must depend largely upon world prices for our products and also
upon the accessibility of markets - as to which much in turn doponds
upon the trading policies of other nations. On the other he.:-,
quantity of export production also counts, and no one cc.n doubt
the physical cvpicity of this country to yield more and more
coirammodities to metit the worlds most basic needs. Even now it can
be said that recent achievements in raising the volume of export
production, especially rural production, have been highly encouraging.
Equally encouraging has been the recent proof that some of our
manufacturing industries are capable of entering more largely into
the export field and are extremely keen to do so.
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"More than this, one need be no great optimist to belies, that,
locked away in this vast land of ours, are resources capable
of enlarging our export potential and diminishing our need for
imports. Indeed, scarcely a recent year has passed without
something of the kind coming to light. Perhaps as notable an
example as any is the growing confirmation of large end rich
mineral deposits in Queensland and the Northern Territory. I
have been assured that, given adequate development of known
fields, new mineral production is capable of adeting very
substantially to our export earnings within a few years. I
may mention here that the Commonwealth Government is now
actively exploring with the Government of Queensland the need
for improved railway facilities to permit early full-scale
development of some of these projects.

"Instances of this kind seem to make folly of the idea that active
pursuit of development is necessarily incompatible with a sound
balance-of-payments position. It can probably be agreed that
some developmental activity could have taken more fruitful
directions in the past. Granted this, however, can it be
supposed that out balance-of-paymonts problem will be solved by
cutting down development?

There are other conditions to be fulfilled. One has been
the theme of much the Governmont has said, and the object of
much the C-overnment has done, in recent times - that is, to
prevent the occurrence of inflationary demand conditions which
lead to excessive importing and a running down of our inter-
national reserves.

"Xv further ccndLition is the preservation in this country of
such sound and stable economic conditions as will encourage
the investment of more overseas capital, on both public and
private account - encourage it not only to come here but to
stay hero and leave its earnings for investment here

"The kind of measures we have taken are designed to restore a
state of general balance in the economy and I think they have
had Et dogroe of success in that direction. But inflation is
a pervasive thing. It Hews upon many sources cmd is helped
along by a multitude of actions on the part of individuals ind
of groups. This has to bo more widely reco~nised and thore
must be a common will to resist inflation and do the things
necessary to avert it - to produce more, to save more, to look
for ways of reducing costs and of economising in resources
whatever the line of activity may be. Given such an effort
by the whole community, I have no doubt that inflation can be
mastered and our economic and social life freed from the
dislocations raind injustices it entails."
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2. Statement by Representative of the
International Monetary Fund

.The International Monetary Fund's 1956 consultation with Australia
has not yet been held. The Fund has therefore prepared a background
paper dated 12 September 1956, giving a picture of recent developments,
including recent changes in Australla's restrictive system.

In addition, the Fund has supplied copies of the background information
and results of its 1955 consultation with Australia. These papers were
made available to the Working Party during the Tenth Session.

With respect to the question of alternative measures to restore
equilibrium, the attention of the delegates is called to the results
of the Fund's last consultation with australia, particularly paragraphs
4 and 5. The Fund has no additional alternatives to suggest at this
time.

With respect to item eleven in the plan for consultations, relating
to Article XII:2(a), I am authorized to say that the general level of
restrictions of Australia which are under reference does not go beyond
the extent necessary at the present time to stop a serious decline in
its monetary reserves,

3, The Results of the Fund's 1955
Consultation with Australia

1. The Government of .ustralia has consulted the Fund under Article XIV,
Section 4 of the Fund Agreement concerning the further retention of its
transitional arrangements,

2. Although production continued to expand in 1954/55, signs of pressure
on resources became evident as immigration increased and investment and
consumption were both at higher levels. Wages and salaries rose and the
increase in bank advances offset the contractionary effect of the external
deficit on the money supply. The budget for 1954/55 showed a current
surplus which, together with long-term public borrowing, was sufficient
to finance government investment. Prices were stable during the first
half of 1954/55 but showed an upward tendency in the second half.

3. The external position deteriorated in 1954/55 owing to a large increase
in imports and to a fall in export receipts resulting mainly from a decline
in wool prices. Wool prices in the opening months of the 1955/56 selling
season declined further. Although there was a relatively large net inflow
of capital, international reserves declined considerably in 1954/55, and
continued to decline in the early months of 1955/56. With a view to
arresting the decline in reserves, the Australian authorities intensified
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their import restrictions on 1 April and 1 October 1955. The intensification
of 1 April applied Only to imports from the non-dollar area and the intensi-
fication of 1 October applied in varying degrees both to dollar and non-dollar
imports. Steps were also taken on 1 October 1955 to introduce a non-
discriminatory system of import licensing for specified commodities.

4. The Australian authorities have indicated that the deterioration in
Australia's external position is largely due to the pressures of domestic
demand and have emphasized the need to take measures to reduce this demand.
The budget for 1955/56 provides for a current surplus and the programme for
capital work is less than in 1954/55. Measures have been taken to restrain
bank lending activities and to curb instalment credit.

5. The Fund believes that the intensification of restrictions by Australia
in april and October 1955 were warranted in the light of its balance of
payments and reserve position, and in this connexion welcomes the steps
taken to reduce the incidence of discrimination against the dollar area
and expresses the hope that further progress will be made in this direction.
Australia is eager to encourage immigration and to develop rapidly its
economy. Large variations in export proceeds, especially from wool, add
to its difficulties in maintainingexternal equilibrium. Under these con-
ditions special efforts are needed to relate demand to available resources,
and thus to reduce the need for recurrent intensification of restrictions.
The Fund, therefore, welcomes the measures being taken to achieve this end.
The Fund considers that Australian domestic policies should aim at Creating
conditions which will make possible the reduction and eventual elimination
of restrictions and the avoidance of renewed inflationary pressures. This
would facilitate the balanced development of productive resources at a high
and stable level of employment and real income.

6. In concluding the 1955 consultations the Fund has no other comments to
make on the transitional arrangements maintained by Australia.
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ANNEX B

DRAFT REPORT ON THE CONSULTATION WITH CEYLON

Introduction

1. This consultation hed been initiated by the Government of Ceylon in March
1956 in accordence with the provisions of paragraph 1(g) of Article XIV con-
cerning Ceylon's continued resort to the provisions of Annex I for the
discriminatory application of its import restrictions. In conducting this
consultation, the Working Perty generally followed the plan recommended by the
GONTRAMING PARTIES for such consult tions. The following parkgraphs summrize
the main points of the discussion.

Consultetion with the Internntionl Monetary Fund

2, Pursuant to psregrnph 2 of Article XV the CONITRMCTING PARTIES hed invited
the Fund to consult with therm concerning this consultation. As relevant for
the CONTRACrING PARTIES in this connexion, the Fund advised thet the Government
of Ceylon had consulted with the Fund under Article XIV, Section 4, of the Fund
agreement concerning the further retention of the transitional arrangements of
Ceylon. The Fund supplied to the CONTRACTING PARTIES the text of the results
of its 1956 consultation rnd the background psper prepared by the Fund in
connexion therewith. The results of this consultation reed Ps follows:

"1, The Government of Ceylon has consulted with the Pund under
Article XIV, Section 4, of the Fund Agreement concerning the further
retention of its transitional arrangements.

112. Ceylon hed P setisfcvtory bIF;,nce-of-psynents surplus in 1955,
principally bacpuse of the high world prices for rubber end ten. Inter-
netionel reserves increased considerably during the year, Principally
because of the decline in the prices of rubber and ten, the bnlence-of-
pnyments surplus hes substantially declined and mey be eliminated in 1956.

"3. Ceylon has been following sound fiscal end monetary policies.
Prices hove been stable. A significant deficit in the budget is entici-
pated for the fiscal yeFr beginning 1 Octobezr, 1956. It is assumed thet
eny expansioncry pressures from this source will be offset by other
measures if needed to mreintpin monetary stability,

"4*. The Fund welcomes the recent measures tPken by Ceflon to relex
restrictions end reduce discrimination. The Fund notes that bilnterplismn
is not an important feature of Ceylonts exchange policy but suggests that
Ceylon keep under review its need for continuing reliance on bilnteral
arrangements. The Fund believes thnt there is scope for e simplification
of Ceylon's licensing system end for further reduction in discrimination,

"5. In concluding the 1956 consultations, the Fund hes no other
e nmments to meke on the trensitionnl arrangements maintained by Ceylon."
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The Belence-of-Payments Position

3. Opening the consultation, the representative of Ceylon stated that in
1955 Ceylon hed been in e very satisfactory balance-of-payments situation,
which was due toen extremely fevoureble bplpnce of trade; the recovery which
began in 1954 hed continued in 1955and, except forA merginnl deficit in the
second quarter, the .-:enerel position hed improved considerably, The trede
surplus for 1955 emount*ed to Rs, 532 million, the largest ever recorded.
In spite of e deficit on invisibles account of over Rs. 200 million, the current
Account Ps e whole showed e surplus of Rs. 323 million. The substentiol
improvement in the trpde balance was due nrincipelly to the favourpble prices
obtaining on the world markets for two of Ceylon's mejor export commodities,
viz ten vnd rubber.

4. Regionally, the improvement wes reflected mainly in the bep1pce of payments
with the dollar Pren ?nd sterling Pren countries other then the United Kingdom,
Indip end Pakistpn. Over 75 per cent of the totel surplus on current eccount
wes with these two regions. Transections with the United Kingdom end the OJEC
countries Plso resulted in e surplus, while the position vis-h-vis the rest of
the world continued to be frvournble due very largely to the considerable
surpluses withxgypt and MPlinlend Chin!o. 'Jith Indic and Pakiston, however,
Ceylon normally ran a deficit, Pnd in i955 the deficit proved to be larger then
usuFol.

5. As .s result of this substpnti-:l improvement in the belpnce of paymentsX
Ceylon's externel reserves has Plso increasedAppreciqbly in 1955. During the
year, the country's external Pssets hed increased by Rs, 260 million, compared
with Pn increase of IRs. 288 million in 1954, The position - s et the end of
1955 was extremely setisfectory, the external assets having reached Pt certain
points levels comparable to the best situations existing during the boom of
1951. A steady rete of increase was maintained in 1955 Ps it hpd in 1954.

6, The position in 1956 wes substantially different from thpt in 1955.
estimates for the first helf of 1956 indicated o marked decline in the trnde
balance end A corresponding weakening of the overall position, The first
quarter of 1956 had a trade surplus of Rs. 92 million, which represented e
severe decline from the surplus of Rs. 218 million in the corresponding quarter
.of 1955. This was mainly due to P fell in the value of exports, reflecting a
decline in the prices of the mejor export commodities from th- high levels
prevailing in 1955. W^,rith e steady deficit in the invisibles sector, the
belance on the current'recount fall to Rs. 70 million in the first quarter of
1956, compared to Rs. 172 million in the: first quarter of lest year. The de-
clining trend continued into the second quarter of 1956, though in comparison
with the second ouprter.of 1955 the position showed e slight improvement,
During this quarter the net trede surplus was reduced further to Rs. 69 million
end the surplus on the current account to e mee.gre Rs. 15 million. Taking the
first half of 1956 together, there wets .e surplus on the merchandising account
of Rs. 161 million, compared to e surplus of Rs. 270 million in the first helf
of 1955, and the current account deteriorated from e surplus of Rs. 170 million
in the first h'lf of 1955 to one of Rs. 55 million in the first half of 1956.

7. On the invisibles Pecount there were slight increases in outward payments,
particularly in private remittances end migrants' transfers Ps repptription
of.capitrl to Indie tended to increase. ,A larger volume of remittances wes
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expected in this account and their impact on the external reserves would be
increasingly felt in the future. An increase in outward payments for foreign
travel was also expected in the new basic ration period. In general the
deficit bn invisibles was expected to be steady and recurrent.

8. The growth of CeylGn's external'ssets had been considerably slowed down
in the first half of 1956. after an almost uninterrupted increase during the
past two years, 1956 had begun with a slight drop in the external assets, which
had continued to fluctuate since then. A sudden improvement during the second
quarter of 1956 had been due to credit payments received during that quarter
for exports delivered to Mainland China in 1353.

9. As a result of the sound monetary and fiscal policies followed ty the
Government of Ceylon, prices and the level of economic activity had been stable,
Ceylon's overall bBalance-of-peyments position in 1956 was, however, fnr from
satisfactory, and the ftvournble position that had emerged in 1954 and further
improved in 1955, was likely to deteriorate considerably. The changes in
Ceylonls balance of payments in 1956 clearly indicated the instability of the
external financial position of countries whose economies depended on the export
of e limited number of primary commodities.

10. Nevertheless, Ceylon had, during th, post year, relaxed restrictions and
reduced discrimination. In fact, the most recent msesures of liberalization
if imports from the dollar area hed been taken when the bplnnce of payments
was generally deteriorating, The import control restrictions had been sub-
stantiplly liberalized since the last consultations. The elements of dis-
crimination hnd been almost totally removed, and in practice imports from the
dollar arep were now virtually free,

11. At the request of the Working Pqrty, the representative of Ceylon supplied
statistics showing the regional current account balances for the first hllf of
1956, These showed e surplus of Rs. 90,l million with the dollar countries,
e deficit of Rs. 51.8 million with the United Kingdom and of Rs. 113.6 million
with India and FPkistan, Fnd - surplus of Rs, 82.9 million with the other
sterling area countries, A deficit of Rs. 21,4 million and n surplus of
Rs. 68.5 million were shown in the current account with OEEC countries and the
rest of the world respectively, The total surplus on current account for the
first half of 1956 woes Rs, 54.7 million.

12, A member of the Working Party, referring to the statement of the repre-
sentative of Ceylon emphasizing the decline in the rate of increase in Ceylon's
external reserves, asked whether the policy of the Government of Ceylon was to
secure a consistently high rate of increase, with - view to substantially
reasing the level of reserves. The representative of Ceylon replied that
Ceyldn's external earnings in the first hPlf of 1956 could not be regarded ;s
adequate. The rnte of increase must be considered in relation to the overall
needs of the country, and a mere equilibrium in the balance of payments was not
sufficient, having regard to the needs for adequate external reserves to meet
the requirements of accelerated economic development.

Changes in the Restrictigns

13. At the request of members of the Working Party, the representative of
Ceylon gave a precise description of the changes made in the past year and the
present status of the restrictions on imports from the dollar Prep. It wea
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noted that previously imports from the dollar area had been subject to dis-
criminatory restrictions through:

(a) The non-issue of licenses for certain Products;

(b) the requirement of licenses for certain products which were
issued Pt the discretion of the control Puthorities;

(c) the requirement of licenses for certain imports which were issued
up to e monetary ceiling,

The representative of Ceylon pointed out thet since the latest relaxation of
dollar restrictions on 13 September 1956, only four items remained subject to
the non-issue of licenses: imports of toys end confectionery were not being
permitted et cll end token imports were permitted for whisky and beer, pending
e review of government policy. All other imports from the dollar aree were,
therefore now under the appropriatee Open General Licence or technically subject,
in e few ceses, to discretionary licensing without eny monetary ceiling.
In fnct, however, licences for the letter category were being issued freely
without limitation, the effect being equivalent to placing these dollar imports
on an unrestricted list, rs ,wn intermediate stage before the final gool of
putting all dollar imports on Open General Licence,,

14. The representative of Ceylon further explained that the result of ell this
was that no discrimination existed in effect between imports from the dollar
Pree Pnd from other sources, The slight difference in procedure, i.e, the
use of Open Genernl Licence for some imports end n special liberal licensing
category for e few others, was retained simply to enable the Government to
keep v watch on the imp-:-ct of the relaxation of imports from the dollar Aren.
It was hoped that there would be no occasion for retrogressive steps to be
taken,

15, After hearing the addition-l clarification, certain members of the Working
Party expressed great satisfaction on the achievement made by Ceylon in relaxing
restrictions end in reducing discrimination. They expressed the hope that
Ceylon would be able to consolidate the progress thus meede, and to attain the
goal of totally eliminating discriminatory _.mport restrictions in the near
future. The representative of Ceylcn stated that his Government had no
intention of taking any retrogressive steps in the field of discriminatory
quantitative import restrictions.,

16, In reply to F question regarding exchange control, the Ceylon representative
stated thet the policy was under continual review. In the present circtumstpnces
the Government did not consider it prudent to relax any further the control on
exterrel payments, In response to , question, the representative of Ceylon
explained that the exchange control had no restrictive effects on imports,
since exchange permits were issued almost Putonmatically to importers who had
acquired the right to import either by virtue of the Open General Licence or
through other li.cences obtained,

17. On the question of bilateral Prrangements the representative of Ceylon
called attention to pFragreah 4 of the Results of the Fund 195S consultations,
reproduGed in paragraph 2 above, which stated that the Fund noted that
bilaterplism was not an important feature of Ceylon's exchange policy but
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suggested that Ceylon should keep under review the need for continuing reliance
on bilaterel arrangements.

18. The representative of Jepan inquired whether the policy of Ceylonization
will be continued. The representative of Ceylon stated that while his
Government's policy of Ceylonization of trade would be maintained, it
should be noted that licensing arrangements connected with the implementation
of theat policy did not involve any restriction of imports, by quantity or
value, and that licenes were issued freely to Registered Ceylonese Treders.
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ANNEX C

REPORTON THE CONSULTATION WITH NEW ZEALAND

Introduction

1. The consultation under Article XIV with New Zealand had been initiated by
the New Zealand Government in March 1956 under the Provisions of paragraph l(g)
of that Article, It deals with New Zealand's continued resort to the
provisions of paragraph l(c) of . rticle XIV for the application of discrimination
in its import restrictions. In conducting the consultation the Working Party
broadly followed the plan reconmended by the COYi2RiLCTEIG :tSTIhS for such con-
sultations, and the following paragraphs summarize the -.min points of the
discussion.

Consultation with the International1 .Moneta_ d

2. Pursuant to paragraph 2 of Article XV, the CGiOTROCTINCG PlFRTES had
invited the Fund to consult with them in con-nexionl with this consultation.
As New Zealand waEs not a member of the Fund, there had been no consultation
between the Fund and that Government. To assist the CONTRkCTING FiRTIES in
their present task, the Fund had specially prepared a background paper on
economic developments and changes in the restrictive system in New Zealand.
The representative of the Fund stated that the Fund had had available for this
purpose a considerable amount of factual data on t'he current situation of New
Zealand and that the authorities of New Zealand had cooperated in making
information available and ensuring its accuracy.

Basis andakround for eamlication of discrimination

3, 'In opening the discussion, the New Zealand representative btated.that the
New Zealandls balance-of-payments position was not a. comfortable one at
present, although there had been some improvement during the past six months.
During 1955, New Zealand's net external reserves h'cn. fallen by £23 million tc
£65 million, which was only equivalent to about three months' payments for
imports, However, largely a.s a result of the vigoronz rionetary and fiscal
policy, the decline in the reserves had been arrestecl and the Government hoped
that at the end of this year they would not be lower aind perhaps' slightly
higher than at the end of 1955.

4. So far as the discriminatory import restrictions were concerned it should
be stressed that they were not ef New Zealand's own choosing and that they
had been and would be relaxed as rapidly as circumstances permitted. This
policy had led to a substantial increase in imports from the dollar area. and,
since exports to that area had not changed materially, the trade balance with
the dollar area, had deteriorated: in 1955 the trade deficit reached £15 mil-
lion compared with a.deficit of under £8 million in 1954, and a surplus of £4
million in i953, The discriminatory element in import restrictions had been
substantially reduced over the last few years by the following three means:



(a) the application of a more liberal licensing policy since 1954 in
respect of imports of essential equipment and industrial raw
materials from the dollar area.;

(b) increases in the number of products on the World Exemption List
which can be imported from any source without licence; and

(c) a. reduction in the list of "scheduled countries", to which discrimi-
natory restrictions are applied; these were new confined mainly to
countries in the dollar area and Japan.

5. In discussing the trade and payments position with respect to the various
currency areas, the New Zealand representative referred to the background paper
supplied by the Fund and New Zealand's reply to the questionnaire issued by the
CCNTRACTDIG PuRTES in conjunction with the Seventh Annual Report on Discrimi-
nation, both of which contained figures on New Zealand's external trade by
countries of origin and destination. iis relevant for this consultation the
Now Zealand representative called attention to the recent changes in the
sources 41 imports, Between 1953 and 1955 imports from the sterling area had
fallen from 80 per cent of total imports to 75 per cent; imports from the EPU
area rose from 7.51 per cent to 8.25 per oent, while imports frcm Canada.
increased from 1.4 per cent to 3.34 per cent and imports from the United States
from 7.41 per cent to 8.58 per cent in the same period. The very large
increase, both absolutely and relatively, in imports from Canada: and the United
States was particularly noteworthy in the context of the present consultation,
especially in view of' the fact that there had been no corresponding increase
in experts from New Zealand to either of these countries.

6, The New Zealand representative also referred to the statistics supplied
in the Fund paper on New Zealandts net overseas assets which showed con-
siderable fluctuations in the last few years. While the drain on the inter-
national reserves had been practically arrested in 1955/56, a substantial drop
in the first half of that financial year had caused some concern to the New
Zealand authorities; the Prime Minister stated in February 1956 that the
country's overseas balances were uncomfortablyy but not critically lw".
After a. recovery in the first half of 1956, they had fallen, from £99.7
million at the end of June 1956 to £Z7.3 million at the end of July. In
supplementtA this data., the New Zealand representative informed the Working
Party that the assets had continued to fall in the last two months, to £93.3
million by the end of August and approximately by a further £6 million in
September. However these falls were largely seasonal as the bulk of New
Zealand's export earnings was received in the first half of the year.

7. In conclusion, the New Zealand representative stated that the reason for
his Government:s continued resort to the provisions of paragraph l(c) of
Article XIV should be apparent from the figures relating to the country's trade
and payments with the dollar area., It should be emphasized at the same time
that New Zealand was a member of the sterling area and thus maintained an
interest in safeguarding the monetary reserves behind sterling.
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8. The representative of Canada observed that whereas in 1954 and 1955 both
Canada's exports to New Zealand and New Zealand's exports to Canada had been
on the increase, this trend apperared to have changed in the first half of 1956;
while Canadian imports from New Zealand continued to rise, there had been a
fall in the trade in the other direction. The New Zealand representative
explained that trade figures for the first half of 1956 were not yet available.
The decline apparent in the Canadian figures for the past six months light be
due to seasonal factors. New Zealand balance-of-payment figures indicated
that imports from Canada. for the year ended June 1956 had been stablized at
the high level of the previous yea.r.

9. The United States representative pointed out that the staoti1ticsAe~h that
New Zealand's imports from the United States and Canada had declined from the
prewar level of about 21 per cela± of total imports to a level of about 12 per
cent in 1955, and enciuired whether the New Zealand Governrzent believed this to
represent a, trend which would continue or whether there would be a. return to
the pattern cf trade prevailing in prewar days. The New Zealand representative
replied that import restrictions in New Zealand and been in force since before
the war and that consequently it was difficult to knowr what would be the
natural pattern of trade that would have prevailed had there been no quanti-
tative restrictions or.. imports. Furthermore a pattern based on prewar corm7
ditions would not be relevant because as a, result of industrial devel',mient
and other changes the structure :;f the New Zealand economr had changed Oon-
siderably.

10. The Netherlandts representative, referring to the faot, as shown in. the
statistics in the Fund background paper, that in 1955 New Zealandis exports to
Continental ODEEC countries and their dependencies had been over twice as high
as its imports from those countries, stated that his Government would
appreciate any further action by the New Zealand Goverirnient to liberalize its
imports from West European countries. In reply the representative of New
Zealand pointed out that well over 80 per cent of New Zeaaland's imports from
the EPU area. ware ,already entirely free from licensinr, requirements.

a1. A member of the WIorking Party drew attention to the substantial improve-
ment in the balance of payments of New Zealand in 1955-1956 compared with the
situation in the preceding year, Especially the trade balance had changed
fr-m a deficit of Z42 million t,0o a s-.plus of £18 mI-llion, this taking place
at a. time when there was no improvement in the terms of trade nor any
intensification of import restrictions, This reversal of the trend clearly
showed the effectiveness of the vigorous internal fiscal and monetary measures
recently adopted by the New Zealand Gover;naent. Some members of the Working
Party expressed gratification that the New Zealand Government continued to
rely on such measures for redressing the disequilibrium, and the hope that
with further improvements in the balance-of-pay-ments discriminatory restric-
tions would be further reduced in the near future,
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System and methods of Discriminatory Restrictions

12, For a detailed description of the system and methods of restriction, the
New Zealand representative referred to his Government's answer to the
questionnaire mentioned above and to the background paper supplied by the Fund,
He stated that there had been no change in the policy of issuing licenses for
imports from 'scheduled countries". About 160 items were included in the
World Exemption List and these items, which could be imported from any source
without a licence, represented a substantial percentage of total imports.
Apart from the increase in the number of items on which all controls had been
removed, the main progress towards the removal of discrimination had been in
the continuation of the liberal policy in licensing imports of essential
plant, equipment and industrial raw materials from the dollar area. These
policies had been responsible for the substantial increase in imports from
the dollar area, to which reference was made above,

13. The United States representative referred to the increase in the number
of items included in the World Exemption List and wished to know whether the
extension of this measure of non-discrimination had had the effect of improving
the terms of trade, of strengthening the competitive position of export in-
dustries or having any beneficial effect on the level of internal prices.
Such experience would be valuable for other contracting parties considering the
relaxation of their import restrictions. The View Zealand representative said
that no specific studies of this nature had been conducted and it was diffi-
cult, in any case, to assess the effects of the measures when many other,
more determining, factors were involved. The import control policy was, of
course, principally based on considerations of the most economic use of the
country's external resources and, therefore, all relevant factors would be
taken into account,

14. Commenting on the reference to the liberal licensing policy applied to
those dollar imports which remained subject to control, the United States re-
presentative said that his Government fully appreciated this policy adopted
by the New Zealand Government, which was in line with his Government's belief
that advances towards a freer trade should be made whenever possible and to
the fullest extent permitted by circumstances; they need not be postponed
simply because formally dispensing with licensing requirement was considered
impracticable.

15. In the course of the discussion, a member of the Working Party asked
for clarification on the nature of the Dairy Products D'Iarketing Commission and
on the nature of the payments which the Commission made to cover the difference
between the export and internal prices of butter. The New Zealand re-
presentative explained that during the war the Government had taken over the
marketing of all butter exports and had paid a guaranteed price to producers
based on their costs of production. At that time the export prices had bean
higher than the guaranteed prices paid to farmers so that a fund had been
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built up which was now available to meet any difference between export
realizations and guaranteed prices. As the fund had been built up from
moneys which had been earned by New Zealand farmers Government subsidization
was not involved.

16. In discussing the question to what extent price differences were taken
into consideration in choosing the source of supply, the representative of
New Zealand stated that essentiality of roods and their availability from
other sources of supply were, in general, the principal factors in determining
the issue of licenses for imports from "scheduled countries", although
other factors, including significant price differences, were also taken into
account. In response to questions, the New Zealand representative further
explained that more weight was given to price considerations in the case
of goods which were essential to the economy. It was difficult to mention
specific types of goods to which such considerations were regarded as more
relevant than to other types, as other considerations, such as essentiality
to the domestic economy, availability from alternative sources, delays in
delivery and terms of sale, etc. had all to be taken into account. Final
decision must be loft to the discretion of the licensing authorities.

17. The United States representative, referring to the consultations with
the United Kingdom in 1955, where it had bean brought out that price
differences were taken more into account when imports of raw materials needed
for industries were corcarned, enquired whether similar considerations were in
the mind of the Dow Zealand Government in regard. to its essential imports of
capital equipment needed for industrialization. Upon this, the United
Kingdom representative pointed out that whereas in the. case of his country,
special attention had to be paid to securing raw materials at the lowest
prices, raw material being a determining factor in export prices, the
situation was not totally analogous in the case of yew Zealand; even in the
case of the United :inadom price differences were not an overriding factor and
certainly not the most important one, The Now Zealand representative stated
that as a rule those goods for which price considerations were important had
been included in the World Exemption List.

18. In answer to a question, the New Zealand representative stated that the
figures, given in the current reply to the questionnaire, of 83 per cent of
imports exempted from control and 17 per cent remaining under control in
1955 represented the actual percentages of imports in that year.

ilrultilatera1 or Regional Payments Prongoments

19. The hew Zealand representative noted that the participation of the
United Kingdom in the EFU arrangements had boon beneficial to New Zealand
as it had enabled the elimination of all discrimination in the issue of
licenses for imports from all EFU countries; no distinction was drawn between
the United Kinr4dom and other EPU members and when exemptions were made in the
import licensing schedule they applied to imports from all sources except those
in the category of "scheduled countries" which, as explained earlier, now
comprised only the dollar area and Japan.
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20. In reply to a question, the New Zealand representative noted that some
members of OEEC had substantially extended OEEC treatment to the exports of
New Zealand while others had not.

The Use of Bilateral Trade Agreements

21. The New Zealand representative stated that New Zealand had no bilateral
trade agreements which affected the import of goods subject to import control,
nor was it the Government's policy to enter into such agreements. Attention
had been drawn to a reference in the Fund's paper to an announcement that
additional licenses were to be issued in 1956 for imports into New Zealand of
Australian motor cars to the value of El million. It was explained that
talks had been held between the Australian and the New Zealand Prime Ninisters
early in 1956. As a result of these talks, and in order to meet the very
strong demand for the type of motor cars available from Australia, some
additional provisions for imports of Australian cars had been nade. There
was, however, nothing in the nature of a formal agreement.

effects of the Discriminatory Restrictions

22. The New Zealand representative stated that though the effects of the
discriminatory restrictions had been substantially reduced over the pest two
years as a result of the reduction of such restrictions themselves, it must be
admitted that some damage to the interests of other contracting parties could
still occur as a result of the remaining discrimination. This, however, could
not be regarded ,:s unnecessary danger (s long as the basic reasons for New
Zealand's continued discrimination ware accepted. Some members of the
Working Party expressed their gratification at the rate at which the re-
strictions had been relaxed but regretted that the limited relaxations carried
out over the past had not: bee:. oxt.c:n.ed non-discriminatorily to all countries.

23. Recalling the statements of the New Zealand representative at the previous
consultation in 1955 concerning various positivo steps taken to reduce the
effects of the restrictions, a rCember of the Working Party inquired whether
such measures had been strengthened in the interests of the exporters in
other countries who had made the initial capital outlay in gaining a foothold
in the New Zealand market. The h.e3w Zealand representative assured the Working
Party that it had been the continued policy of his Government not to disrupt
the trade of established importers. Once an importer had been granted
licenses for a commodity from a currency area it could normally be expected
that future licences would not be withheld. The View Zealand representative
also stated that the importers and foreign exporters should be fully aware
of the import opportunities for dollar goods since information concerning the
licensing policy weas regularly published through official notices accessible
to the public.
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Prospects of Eliminating the Discriminatory Restrictions

24. As to the future, the New; Zeoland representative ssid that it was difficult
to make a useful assessment of the prospects. rfhis was because the progress
towards non-discrimination depended not only on New Zealand's policy but also
on wider considerations, s ah s the progress towards convertibility for
the major currencies of the world,

25. A member of the Working Party ref-3rred to th- statement in New Zealand's
reply to the questionnaire to t'hi effect that the Government had now decidod
that the Board of Trade should undertake a comprehensive review of all aspects
of the tariff, and inquired as to t'he impplications of that review for the
maintenance of quantitative restrictions. The Nuw Zealand representative
explained that tho Board. of Tracc had instituted an inquiry which was ox-
peeted to be concluded by the mid-lle of 1957. This tariff review would,
however, not in any wa- be concerned with the d-scriminetory aspects of the
import restrictions Only abcut 17 por cent of imports from non-scheduled
countries were still unrdr licensing. Control over a large,roportion of
these imports was retained borbal.ance-of-payments reasonsT. LAs far as the
remaindor was conc raec it was the Ysw-Zaland. Govorizqent's policy to replace
quen tativo rest-ictions by ti 7fffl8as soon as this was-r-recticablo.7
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ANNEX D
DRAFT REPORT ON THE CONSULTATION WITH THEFEDERATIONOF RHODESIA

Introduction

1. This consultation had been initiated by the Gover~nment of the Federation
of Rhodesia and Nyasaland in March 1956, in accordance with the provisions of
paragraph 1(g) of Article XIV and is concerned with the Federationts continued
resort to the provisions of Annex 3 regarding the application of discrinina-
tion in its import restrictions. In conducting the consultation the Working
Party generally followed the plan recommended by the CONTRACTING PARIES for
such consultations. The following paragraphs suimarize the main points of the
discussion,

Consultation with the International monetaryy Fund

2. Pursuant to paragraph 2 of Article XV, the CONTRACTING PA.RT.IES had invited
the Fund to consult with them concerning this consultation. ALs a part of the
consultation between the CONTRACTING P,1IE:S and the Fund, the latter had
prepared a background paper on developments in the Federation since the
beginning of October 1955. The representative of the Fund stated that in
preparing this paper the Fund had received co-operative assistance from
officials of the Government of the Federation in ensuring the accuracy of the
data used and in supplying the latest available information,

Basis and Background of the Discriminatory Application of Restrictions

3. The representative of the Federationi opened the discussion with a
comprehensive statement on the balance-of-payments position of the Federation
and on the changes in the import control policy and restrictions in the past
year. Special attention was drawn to the rapid economic expansion in the
Federation in recent years and the dominant r8le played by international
trade in the economy. Referring to the data in the background paper supplied
by the Fund the representative of the Federation indicated how the economy
was fundamentally influenced by the changes in the world market of a few
primary comrmlodities on which the Federation's external income depended,
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4, The past three years, especially the last one, had been very favourable
to the Federation and had produced a substantial visible trade surplus, while
the deficit on invisible transactions had been more than covered by capital
movements, enabling a substantial addition to the external reserves. This
trend had continued very markedly during the first half of 1956. Obviouely
such a situation could hardly exist for long without creating considerable
inflationary pressures, and for that reason the budget introduced in 1956
had included certain disinflationary measures; including a contribution of
£10 million from revenue to the Loan Account, from which development expenditure
is in the main financed.

5, The Federation was commited". to certain major developments with the object
of providing for a more diversified economy, The principal item was the hydro-
electirc project as the Kariba Gorge. which involved an initial expenditure of
some £80 million and an ultimate expenditure of about £115 million. The
development programme also included the improvement of the transport system
which, in spite of the progress made, was still inadequate to cope with the
present amount of traffic and that which was expected in the future, later
it would be necessary to finance a further maior development project in the
Shire Valley in Nyasaland.,

6. Given favourable prices for the principal export commtzodities, the Govem-
ment of the Federation was confident that satisfactory balance of payments
and an expanding development programme could both be maintained, but it should
be emphasized that the country depended for its external income on' a few major
exports, Of the total exports of ;179 million in 1955, copper accounted for
£110 million and tobacco for 126 million., The fluctuations to which the copper
price had been subjected were well Ikowns, On the London Metal Exchange, capper
had reached an all-time record of i437 per ton in March 1956, Since then, there
had been rather wide swings and at present the price was slowly declining, the
latest quotation available being about 1268 per ton, Prices of tobacco had
been between 15 to 20 per cent lower than they had been in 1955 and even though
they had recovered recently, it was doubtful whether the larger crop would
realize as much income in monetary terms as in the previous year,

7e However, as had been noted in the Federati.onTs reply to the questionnaire,
the Government had been able, while maintaining its interest in assisting in
the building-up of the reserves of the United Kingdom with which the Federa-
tion shared a. cc7:-a l_;1 2':.- n;nt-'.. M.:9t -Y1. to ±ntroa.u-e
a considerable degree of relaxation of its import restrictions. While thL14
was the consistent policy of the Federal G-overnment, it had also to bear in
mind that it would be wise to liberalize gradually instead of over-liberalizing,
with the possibility, on a swing in the terms of trade, of having to re-
introduce or re--intensify she restrictions; a practice which was more disrupting
to commerce both in the importing and expor'ing countries than was the
maintenance of publicised restrictions.,



8. The representative of the Federation stated that it was on these con-
siderations that discriminatory restrictions were being maintained on imports
under the provisions of Annex 5. The Working Party noted that as the
Federation shared the common quota of the Unitad }:ingdom and its dependent
territories in the International Nonetary Fund, the provisions of paragraph
3(a) of Article XIV also applied.

9. A member of the Working Party enquired as to the possibility of in-
creasing the Fodoration's dollar earnings through further development of
copper mining. The representative of the Faderation stated that two now mines
of copper were being energetically developed but that full production would
not be reached until some time in 1959-60. At that time, should copper prices
remain favourable, the increased output should substantially contribute to
the balance of payments, but until then plans hod to be formulated on the
basis of existing production units end earninEs.

10. In reply to a question, the representative of the Federation stated that
as a member of the sterling area the Federation had an interest in making what
was considered to be a reasonable contribution of gold and dollars to the
central reserves of the sterling areas, but it was prepared to spend its
dollar earnings in excess of tha.t Amount Thus its own dollar account was
also a factor in its import policy,

11. i'embers of the Working Party expressed appreciation of the action taken
by the Federal Government in the past year in liberalizing its imports and
in pursuing a prudent monetary and fiscal policy, ReforrinE to the rising
consumer prica index in the Federation, a member of the Working Party
suggested that further liberalization of dollar imports, by making certain
consumer items more abundant on the domestic market, might help to stabilize
prices. The representative of the Federation felt that the liberalization
of foodstuffs from the dollar aren was unlikely to have any pronounced effects
on the price index. Hlowev3r, the suggestion would be conveyed to the
attention of his Government for study.

Changes in the discriminatory application of' restrictions

12. The representative of the Fiederation stated that measures of liberalization
taken in the past yoar had resulted in an almost compl.to derestriction of
imports from GATT/OBEC countries outside the dollar area. Only two items,
namely second hand clothing and motor vehicles, remained under restriction.
In all but five cases, i.e. motor scooters and motorcycles, cardboard and
fibreboard, wrapping pzper, paper bags and wrappers, the more unrestricted
items were now under open general licence. In the yiva cases mentioned
licenses were still required but there was no quota limitation and licences
were issued freely, the requirement being rotained for statistical and
administrative reasons. In the last two months restrictions had been
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withdrawn from imports of constructor's plant (such as dumpers and tippers)
which had previously been included in the category of motor vehicles and
the quota restrictions for motor vehicles now applied only to passenger cars
end commercial trucks.

13. With regard to imports from the dollar area, the range of goods on open
general licence had been increased, effective from 1 January and I July 1956.
Some 385 tariff items and sub-items which had previously been either
prohibited or subject to quota had been transferred to the unrestricted list
for unlimited licensing. Among those of particular interest were agricultural
and dairying machinery, enamelware, hollow-ware, steel windows and doors,
motor vehicle parts and accessories, heavy trucks, tipping and dumping
vehicles, tractors, contractor's plant, typewriters, water boring apparatus,
asbestos cement manufactures, glass (nd glassware other than tableware and
ornaments, fishing appliances and a wide range of stationery and printed
matter. This represented the most sweeping move forward in the derestriction
of dollar imports which the Federation or its constituent territories had
mede since restrictions were first imposed. As a result of this, the method
of publicizing dollar control had been changed from one under which every
product was prohibited except specified itzis for which quotas were established,
to one under which all imports w.:ere permitted except specified prohibited
items.

14. Tha small group of countries which fell neither in the GATT/0LEaC group
nor the dollar group, was dealt with by special application and special
licence according to circumstance and need. For example, quotas substantially
in excess of the previous year's were available for materials required by
local industries, which could be obtained to advantage from Japan, and even
for this group of countries th:ire was a small range of goods unrestricted
for industrial purposes. Other cases were dealt with on their merits.

15. As the Federml i'inister of Finance indicated when he addressed the
plenary meeting, the policy of the Federal Government was to more to complete
liberalization as rapidly as possible, consistently with its interest in
making a suitable contribution to the central reserves of the sterling area.
The steps taken in the past year represented the practical application of that
intention.

16. In answer to questions put by members of the Working Party, the re-
presentative of the Federation clarified certain points in the written sub-
missions concerning the system 'and methods of the restrictions. It was
explained that open general licences were used in cases where imports wore to
be permitted freely without individual licences, while the Unrestricted List
contained products for which a licence would still be required but would be
issued upon application. The latter device was used in order that a watch
could be kept on certain imports for which the strength of demand was still
uncertain and concerning which statistical information would be useful in
indicating whether it would be safe fully to liberalize them and transfer them
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onto an open general licence. In the case of imports from GATT/OEEC
countries outside the dollar area a large number of imports had been so
transferred from the Unrestricted List to the Open General Licence after
a certain period. The Prohibited Lists included items for which the current
programme contemplated no issue of licencss for importation from the dollar
area, Some members of the Working Party observed that in the past year
some 385 tariff items and sub-items had been derestricted making a total of
about 500 out of tho 720 tariff sub-items so liberalized in respect of the
dollar area, and expressed satisfaction of this progress made. They
especially showed interest in the method of testing the strength of demand
through the Unrestricted List procedure.

17. The representative of the Federation also explained that quota re-
strictions were applied on a currency area basis. Any quotas established for
dollar imports wore available for imports from any country in the dollar area.

18. In discussing the place of price considerations in the determination of
sources of supply, tho representative of the Foderation stated that prices
were taken into account after the first consideration of essentiality.
Price differences wore taken more fully into account in the case of capital
gooas and industrial materials and cons quj.atly imports of such goods wer;
more fully derestricted from all sources than consumer goods. Price con-
siderations in licensing imports of consumer goods were fin important question
which would have to be studied. Further, in order to ensure the most
economical use of foreign currency resources the system was under continual
review. In determining the import policy each half year the Governmant
discussed all questions concerning the import restrictions with the Chambers
of Commerce through which importers' vitaws would be ascertained. In
curtain cases quotas had boen established or restrictions removed as a result
of their representations. Some members of the Working Party considered that
this practice was of great value not only to the importing trade in the
Federation but also to foreign exporters. It was suggested that reduced
use should be made of the prohibited List method in the interest of greater
flexibility. To representative of the Federation said that he would convey
these views to the attention of his Governmont.

The Use of Bilatercl Arrangements

19. The representative of the Federation informed the Working Party that the
Federation had recently concluded an agreement with France on lints similar
to the one which had previously been in force whereby as purchases of
Rhodesian tobacco increased, the Federal Government would grant additional
licenses for the import of motor vehicles from France. The Fedoral
Government, however, had never been enthusiastic about bilateral agreements
of this nature and the scope for such agreements would be gradually reduced
as more and more goods were derestricted until ultimately it would disappear.
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Effects of Discriminatory Restrictions

20. The representative of the Federation stated that no information was
available on the precise efffect of the measures of liberalization which had
been taken. Dollar imports on the whole were orn a rising trend. Between
1954 and 1955 they had risen by 23 per cent. Smr-orts from the United States
over tha first five months of 1956 (the latest period for which statistics
were available) had been nearly 50 per cent higher than in the same period
of 1955. It was not possible to say to what extent this increase had boen due
to the relaxation of restrictions and to what extent it reflected increases
in imports of capital goods which had been free from restrictions from the
dollar area for quite some time.

Prospects for the Elimination of the Discriminatory Restrictions

21. The representative of the Federation stated that it was difficult to
forecast at this stage when tho Federation's dollar earnings would be so
substantial that they could support the development programme, contribute
adequately to th; sterling aroa's central reserves and at the same time
allow complete freedom to imports from the dollar area. Plembers of the
Working Party referring to the internal measures taken and the manifest
improvement in the balance of payments, expressed the hope that future
developments would be so favourable that such restrictions would be
eliminated in the rot too distant future.
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ANNEX E

REPORT ON THE CONSULTATION WITH THE

UNITED KINGDOM

Introduction

1. The consultation with the United Kingdom had been initiated by the United
Kingdom Government in March 1956 in accordance with tIhe provisions of para-
graph l(g) of article X.IV, and -,as concerned with its continued resort to the
provisions of A'nex J for the application of discriminatory import restrictions,
In conducting this consultation the Jorkldng Pa.rty broadly followed the plan
recommended by CONTRACTING FPARTIES for such consultations. The following
notes set out the main points of the discussion.

Basis and ba-ckgjround for the ap2lication of discrimination

2. In opening the consultation, the United Kingdom representative recalled
the previous consultation in 1955 when attention had been called to the
deterioration in 1954/55 in the United kingdom current balance of payments.
This had forced the United Kingdom to slow down the rapid rate at which
restrictions were being, relaxed and discrimination removed in the course of
1954. It had been noted that this process had not come to a complete stop,
and that some progress was still being made towards freer trade. The Working
Party conducting that consultation had expressed grotifioa~tion that in spite
of balance-of-payments difficulties then faced by the United Kingdom, import
restrictions had not been invoked as a means of overcoming them.

3. The second half of 1955 had seen a further deterioration in the United
Kingdom current account balance. Even allowing for the fact that the second
half of the year was always seasonably unfaavourable to the United Kingdom, the
decline was evident fropa the following figures:

Current Account Balance including Ald Items (in £ millions)

1954 Jan.- June 180
1954 Jul.- Dec. 30
1955 Jc .,- June 18
1955 July- Deco- -107

During the last eighteen months the gold afnd dollar reserves of the United
Kingdom had fallen substantially. After a rise from % 2,518 million at the
beginning of 1954 to % 3,017 million by the middle of that year, they had
declined to % 2,,120 million by the end of 1955.

4. In 1955, the United Kingdom Government ha~d taken a number of measures to
relieve the pressure of internal demand and to strengthen the balance of pay-
ments; these included rises in the Bank Rate, checks to hire purchase,
reduction in bank advances and finally a. supplaemieary Budget involving
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increases in the purchase tax and the tax on distributed profits. Steps had
also been taken to curb the capital expenditure of local authorities, national-
ized industries and the central Government. A full account of the measures
taken was given in the background paper of 16 February 1956, supplied by the
Fund. Further measures taken in 1956, as outlined in the Fund paper of
12 October, included the raising of the Bank Rate to 52 per cent, suspension
of investment allowances, the restriction of hire purchase, the curtailment
of capital expenditure and the reduction of subsidies on bread nnd milk. The
Budget introduced in April had been particularly designed to encourage savings.

5. Although this was not entirely surprising, since old weapons were being
tried out in new conditions, the restrictive measures taken by the United
Kingdom Government over the past eighteen months had been disappointingly slow
in having sufficient effect. There was new welcome evidence that they were
exerting noticeable restraint on the economy and affecting the balance of
payments. From the appended table which shows the regional balance of payments
of the United Kingdom from 1953 to June 1956, it might be seen that there had
been a substantial improvement in the first half of 1956, It must be remembered,
however, that the first half of the year was seasonably favournble to the United
Kingdom, and that of the total surplus of £144 million, only £95 million were
added to the United Kingdom gold and dollar reserves. The surplus for the
whole year would almost certainly be below that rate, which was itself inadequate,
having regard to the need to increase the reserves which were still too low.
The policy of the Government was to consolidate each move forward before
beginning the next. Had the Governrment seized upon the favourable developments
of the first half of 1956 to make a big move forward in the removal of
restrictions and discrimination., it might have been forced by the subsequent
events to have taken retrogressive steps. In the last few months sterling had
been again under some pressure, partly for current seasonal reasons, partly on
capital accounts and in the third quarter the United Kingdom gold and dollar
reserves had declined by £20 million. The current account balance had fluc-
tuated considerably in the last eighteen months, and the Government had to be
on guard against taking action on too short a view; close watch must be kept,
for instance, on the impact of the unfolding of events in the Middle East.

6. Consequently despite the improvement in its current account balances in the
first half of the year, the United Kingdom had considered itself unable to risk
any significant additional calls upon its reserves. It would, in the United
Kingdom's view, have been a mistake further to liberalize imports while
restraining demand by the various internal measures described above. Reducing
discrimination by intensifying restrictions on imports from the non-dollar
countries, even if this could be done consistently with the United Kingdom's
obligations, would hardly be an acceptable way of proceeding. The alternative
way, namely to liberalize dollar imports, could not be followed for the reasons
given above,
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7. The United Kingdom representative then referred to the decision which,
in spite of the situation, his Government had taken in July 1956, to free
imports of pulp, paper and board, This had been done by placing these items
on world open general licence, thereby avoiding any increase in discrimination
against dollar imports. In addition, with the ending of state trading on
1 October 1956, the Government had placed bacon and pork on open individual
licence from most of the non-dollar countries, With effect from 1 January 1956
sulphur had been placed on open general licence. Other relaxations had taken
place towards the end of 1955.

8. In summing up the basis and background for the continued application of
discrimination, the United Kingdom representative said that the underlying
economic position was sound, and stressed his Governments resolution to
maintain it so, The internal fiscal and monetary measures taken in the last
eighteen months were now creating noticeable restraints on the domestic economy
and on the balance of payments. On the ether hand, the United Kingdom had
not achieved a current account surplus which could be considered adequate or
raised its reserves to a level which coutd be considered sufficient. It had to
guard against the danger of moving forward at the first signs of improvement
and so risking heaving to move back later For these reasons the United
Kingdom had not felt justified in making further significant moves in
liberalizing imports, and so in reducing discrimination. It would move
forward, however, as soon as the balance of payments permitted.

Cquj&t with te Intpnmtional, MorieterFn~_~~~~t MFZ Fund

9. Pursuant to the provisions of Article XV:2, the CONTRACTING PARTJ3S had
invited the International Monetary Fund to consult with them concerning this
consultation, As a part of the consultation between the CONTRhACTING PARTIES
and the Fund, the latter had supplied n substantial amount of documentation
including (a) a background paper prepared in the Fund in connexion with the
Funds 1955 oonsualtntion wittiG the United Kingdom, and (b) a supplementary
paper dealing with developments in the United Kingdom since October 1955,
which had been specinll, prepared by the Fund for the assistance of the
CONTRLACTING PARTIES, In addition, the Fund had supplied the f~llolng t
e-f the Decision taken by its Executive Board et the conclusion of its 1955
eonsulteations with the United Kingdom on 21 March 1956.

"1, The Government of the United Kingdom has consulted the Fund
under Article XIV, Section 4, of the Fund agreement concerning the
further retention of its transitional arrangements.

"2w United Kingdom production continued to rise in 1955 in all
sectors except coal and textiles, A rise in fixed investment, public
and private, together with a. continued moderate increase in consumption
and a. rise in stocks accompanying the expairsion of production, led to
pressure on resources, There was some further advance in wages and
prices, Exports rose but there was a. larger increase in imports, e.gg,
of coal and other raw materials, and a. decline in net invisible receipts.
The payments deficit with non-sterling areas increased, and there was a.
substantial fall in the gold and dollar reserves,
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"3. During 1955 and 1956 credit policy has been tightened and
budgetary and other measures have been taken to restrain consumptionand
moderate the rise in public and private investment. The Fund welcomes
these steps and the intention of the United Kingdom authorities to take,
if necessary, further measures to reduce the strain on resources ond,
thereby, strengthen the payments position..

"4, The Fund also welcomes the United Kingdom's policy of meeting
its difficulties through other measures than by reimposing restrictions
on trade and payments, Some progress was made in removing restrictions
and reducing discrimination, although the pace of relaxation was slower
in 1955 than in 1954.. The Fund believes that the United Kingdom should
continue to follow policies designed to make possible further advances
towards freer trade and payments, particularly in view of the key r8le
of sterling in the general aoprooch to convertibility.

"5, The United Kingdom has made considerable progress in widening
the transferability ol sterling and in reducing reLince on bilateral
arrangements. The finrineial reasons for the use of bilateral arrange-
ments by other countries have thus been reduced. The Fund attaches
especial importance to the efforts made by the United Kingdom to reduee
bilateral practices.

"6, In concluding the 1955 consultations, the Fund has no other
coaments to m.ke on the transitional arrangements maintained by the
Unit ed Kingdom."

10, The representative of the Fund stated that cc lthoug'h the Decision ha.s been
taken several months nago, the Fund had not considered it necessary to make
any modifications toit It tits time. The Fund!s present position in regard
to the United KUingdom remained as outlined in that document,

2ug~jtons relatingto the policyeldiscrimination

11, A member of the Forking Party inquired whether the increase in United
Kingdomts sportss to the dollar area during the first half of 1956 Was in any
way related to the recent reduction in discrimination against dollar goods in
many countries, The United Kingdom representative considered that while poem
sibly keener competition in EPU markets might bave compelled United Kingdo=
ex}orter2 to w-;.ore attention to thi'e haort>-. ,aerican :iarket, the <rin cipal
reason for the increase in exports to the dollar area was the success of

1iortherrs L,-uaericmn countries in ,:iintaan!iing a high Ievel of eco'oLic activity,

12. The iork.ing ?irty J.iscusseL- tle possible effects of the restrictions
which were d'iscrimrinatory in -favour of MENU couintries avc'iaginst the dollar
irea on the gold an the dollar reserves of thoe Un;ited A-iugdojm, , eember
of the workingg Hearty sug,:;ested that ( s the U.,ited Pi adom was n---nkinag sub-m
stontial gold and dollar payments to the Jr"U in satleltlelat of its deficits
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with EPU countries a reduction in discrimination, by reducing the United

KingdomTs deficit with EPU countries, light help to reduce the drain on its
gold and dollar reserves, The United Kingdom representative replied that
while any reduction in imports from the EPU coLuitries would undoubtedly

reduce the country's EPU deficits; the corresponding increase in the imports
from the dollar area would bring a grexaer drain on its reserves; whereas
EPU deficits were settled only to d .xent of 75 -er cent in gold and

dollars, deficits with the dollar area were charged 100 per cent to the
gold and dollar reserves, Another member o. the Working Party considered,
however, that the relative effect of the discriminatory restrictions on

dollar and EPPU imports could not be so simfpliy regarded, as a number of other
factors had also to be taken into account0 For example, imports diverted
from EPU to dollar sources would presumably be at lower prices and to that
extent a lesser charge would be made to the dollar reserves; secondly, the
accuinulated deficit to EPU resulting from the 25 par cent credit payment
carried an interest which was by no means insignificant; and thirdly, the
payment of 25

per cent ir. crdit siniply meant a deferment of real payment
as the accumulated balance had to be settled eventually, The United
Kingdom representative agreed to the validity of these considerations,
which had, of course, not been ignored by his Government0

13. A member of theaWorking Party observed thatin spite of the reduction
in restrictions on dollar goods, th_-Nrehad been no substantial diversion of
imports to that source; and thlat the increased competition arising from the
liberalization oS dollar imports should have a salutary effecton the
efficiency and competitive strength -iftheUnitod Kingdom producers. The
United Kingdom representativescoininenttedthat it might notalways be
legitimate to relate diructliy any changes in impor-ts to changes in therestrictions; as there wore iiiany moredeferminir~g factors. Fcr example,
the sustainedhigh level of activity in IT:m-rth.tmnerica must have contributed
to lessening pressures on u marketl::s, including that of the United
Kingdom. HisGCoevrnmontr:~ecogniivd the advrcantages that domestic industries
might derive frcm Jxternal co:amntJ.ttion aid., would bc ready to submit the
economy to that test as thebalance.of payrnen; pos.iLs;ion permitted

14. The UnitedKinigdom ruprepresent-ive was invitedto comment on the view
that, having regolad to the -importz-alceof' SeLing as an international
currency, its increased transferabilityhald been beneficial not only to
sterlingarea countries but to all countries outside the dollar area; the
present high degroo of transferabilitycf sterling had laid the ground on

which further progress towards convortibilityor the major currencies of

the world could benchioved0 The United Kingdom representative stated that
the United Kingdom GnvernmonttwAas always conscious of its responsibility in
regard to sterling,, About 50 per cent ofwoorld tradewrw s carried on in
sterling,and his Governmeut's s olicy wa&s directed towards furthering the
use of sterling in internat-ional payments and encouraging multilateral trade
by all possible moans, in this connexion he would refer to n recent state-
ment of the Cheiicollcr ofTheE.8he hequer toS he effect that in achieving a

healthy economy, all cotlritr:r; s must have regard to the impact of their
policies on other countrie)ssincc.: :c5ni ris isi ndi visibl



15. A member of the Working Party noted that certain people were of the
opinion that with the reduction in dollar restrictions in many countries,
the free flow of dollar goods, and at any rate of gods with dollar components,
between them appeared to have substantially reduced the value of stringent
restrictions on dollar imports maintained in any particular country. On
this point the United Kingdom representatives said that the desirability of
keeping progress in the liberalization of dollar imports in phase has been
considered by some countries, but the conclusion had boon that no special
action was necessary. In practice, the possibility of dollar gods imported
by one country being diverted to another country was not great; for even if
the licensing system did not prevent it the price difference would seldom
be sufficiently large to cover the extra costs in transport and handling.
If there should be any evidence in future that dollar import controls were
being undermined, the United Kingdom Government would have to review the
situation. In reply to a further question about relative cost of supporting
the transferable rate, as compared with the cost of reducing discrimination,
the United Kingdom representative said that it could be accepted that claims
of all kinds on the gold and dollar reserves, including the cost of supporting
the rate, would not, in the United KingdomTs view, be reduced by a reduction
of discrimination; otherwise the United Kingdom would already have taken
this step.

Reduction of discrimination in the restrictions

16. For a detailed description of the system of discriminatory restrictions
and of the changes which took place in the past year, tlie United Kingdom
representative referred to the reply of his Government to the questionnaire
issued by the CONTRACTING PARTIES in connexion with the preparatieN of the
Seventh Annual Report on the Discriminatory Application of Import Restrictions.
Among the main changes which were relevant for the present consultation
should be mentioned the addition of pulp peper and board to the World Open
General Licence in July 1956. At present only one-sixth of the United
Kingdom's imports remained subject to control, and more than half of its
imports from the United States and Canada had been freed from restriction.
There had been no reduction in quotas nor any unfavourable changes in the
criteria used in licensing imports remaining subject to administrative
control. Full account was taken of' the price factor in deciding on the
sources of supply. The possibility that competition from the dollar area
might have a restraining influence on prices was one of the f'c.ctors which
led the Unitzd Kingdom when liberalizing pulp, paper and board to put these
items on World Open General Licence.

17. Some:members of the Working Party expressed gratification at the progress
achieved in the circumstances, and in this connexion mentioned the common
interest in the elimination of quantitative restrictions as soon as the
external situation permitted. it was noted that though the measures taken
in July had not resulted in a substantial increase in imports from the dollar
area, they had exerted a psychological effect on North American exporters
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by reassuring them that the United Kingdom was resolved to progress in the
direction of freer imports. It was suggested that similar action could be
taken in regard to other items which were, for example, sufficiently covered
by customs tariffs, and the liberalization of which would therefore not be
likely to involve increased charges on the balance of payments, The United
Kingdom reprosentntive observed that, other iteins undoubtedly existed which
could be liberalized at. little or no cost te the balance of payments. At
this juncture, however, it was pJolitically and psychologically unwise further
to exiose the economy to potential burdens, when the Government were putting
into force numerous measures which were uni.-vourable to various sections of
the population; but whose success dop_.nded on their full support. In
addition, it could never bo absolutely certain that the balance of payments
would not be affected by the liberalization oL even such items. Certain
members of the, Working Party said. 4hcht while they fullly realized the weight
of these considerations, they hoped tllat the United Kingdom Government would
give the fullest consideration to any possibility of further liberalization
and reduction of discrin).i.nation., The nu~mantum7 which1had been built up in
recent years in reducing restriction and discri.mination had been of great
value to the world, and should be maintained if at all possible. In taking
a conservative outlook, the G-overnment might .roll be under-estimating the
breadth of understanding of the public-. in problems of international Oconomic
relationships There were many ways of experimenting with liberalization
with varying degress of risks in regard ,.to -Ghe balance of payments, and it
was hoped that further action would be taken consistent- with safety, so that
the reaction of the public could bt.: gctuged, In reply the United Kingdom
representative said that in tak].ng the various steps in the past year, to
which reference had buen malde. his Gro->rnment had he.ad in mind considerations
of this kind, Por the future ha could say no more than that they would
continue to bear them in mind.

Multilatoral and bilateral payments and trade agreements

18 The United Kingdom representative referred to the multipartnor payments
arrangements which had been developed in the past year between Brazil and
Argentina on the ons hanC, and cer-vain European cou.-ntrics, including the
United Kingdom, on the other, aend assured the Viorirkg Party that neither of
these arrangemetns involved any discrimination in favour of the two Lntin-
American countries. As for the bilateral trade agreements described in the
background paper supplied by the Fund. the United Kingdom representative
stated that none of thom involved any obligation for the United Kingdom other
than to issue licenses; whether inroorts into the United Kingdom from the
partner countries would expand as a resUlt of such agreements entirely
depended on the ability of their ox-prters to compete with other suppliers
on the United Kingdom market. Further. as liberalization of imports was

further pursued, the area of trade wThich could be covered by bilateral
arrangements r':-e prog-:--ir..I1v J.imited:. At present only 2.5 per cent
of the United Kingdom's imports f.om QEEc 'r.5ries was covered by bilateral
g.uota arrangements



19. In reply to a question on the basic policy of the United Kingdom
Government in regard to the use of bilateral trade agreements, the United
Kingdom representative stated that it was the longterm policy of his
Government to eliminate import restrictions ard discrimination. With the
progressive achievement of that aim, the scope for bilateral arrangements
would, of course, become increasingly less and ultimately disappear, and
consequently there was no need for a deliberate policy of eliminating
bilateral arrangements which had a historical origin and served a useful,
although limited, purpose. In the context of the present discussion the
question was whether, in effect, these agreements resulted in discrimination;
insofar as such agreements were used for purposes other than to assure a
mere favourable treatment to the exports of any particular country, they
could not give rise to discrimination.

Effects of the discriminatory restrictions

20. The United Kingdom representative assured the Working Party that his
Government was doing its best to minimize any undesirable effects of the
restrictions still being maintained. It was ready to discuss with any
contracting party problems arising from the restrictions. Certain members
of the Working Party observed that the most important means of preventing
damage to the interest of other contracting parties was to refrain from
taking retrogressive steps in regard to newly liberalized imports. They
therefore welcomed the consistent policy of the United Kingdom in this regard.
The United Kingdom representative expressed appreciation of this support for
his Governmentys cautious policy of consolidating each move forward before
attempting the next.

21. Members of the Working Party remarked on a notable development in recent
years namely, the tendency for countries faced with balance-of-payments diffi-
culties to put more emphasis on the use of internal fiscal and monetary means
than on import restrictions for the correction of internal and external
disequilibrium, and that the policy pursued by the United Kingdom was a case
in point. It was hoped that the United Kingdom would be a:ble to contribute
further to maintaining the momentum of the; progress towards freer trade. In
particular it was hoped that action would be more end more relatEd to imports
from all countries.

22. In conclusion the United Kingdom representative assured the Working Party
that his Government would persevere in its enideavours to promote freer and
more multilateral trade. He would recall, however, the statement made by
the Chancellor of the Exchequer Pt the recent meeting of the International
Monetary Fund thEt governments today were rightly pledged to policies of full
employment and a high level of economic activity, and that they could not
therefore carry their monetary and fiscal policies to the point of outright
deflation. It would not be right to think that internal policies were the
only answer, In the United Kingdom's view prosperity was a common responsi-
bility, and countries in strong creditor positions - of whioh there were now
a number - should frame their externalpolicies having regard to the effect
of their strength on other, weaker, countries.



APPENDIX TO THE REPORT ON THE
CONSULTATIONS WITH THE UNITED KINGDOM

Regional Current Account Balances of the United Kingdom(1)
(-i million)

1953 11954 1955 1955 1956(2)
First Second First
half half half

Dollar Area
Exports and re-exports, f.o.b.
Imports, f.o.b.
Trade balance

Services
Government Transactions

Current balance
Defence aid, net of
counterpart
Current balance, incl. aid

OEEC Area
Exports and re-export, f .o b.
Imports, f.o.b.
Trade balance

Services
Government Transactions

Current balance
Other Non-Sterling Countries
Exports and re-exports, f.o.b.
Imports, f.o.b.
Trade balance

Services
Government Transact ions( 3)
Current balance

CURRENT NON- excl. aid
STERLING BALANCE incl. aid

Rest of Sterling Area
Exports and re-exports, f.o.b .
Larports, f.o.b.
Trade balance

Services
Government Transactions

CURRENT BALANCE WITH R.S.A.

TOTAL CURRENT BALANCE excl. aid
incl. aid

442
-519

420
-565

233
-357

257
-381

305
-354

-77 -145 -124 -124 _49
-54 -8 4 -31 73
20 22 11 13 28

-111 -131 -109 -142 52

102 50 33 11 9

-9 -81 -75 -131 61

757 788 415 412 454
-678 -761 -21 -459 -459

79 27 -6 -47 -5
36 40 20 15 -13

-29 -29 -16 -17 -20
86 38 --2 -49 -38

262 276 163 179 199
-367 -360 -193 -217 _ -209
-105 -84 -30 -38 -.10

94 99 29 16 32
-40 -35 -15 -12 -14
-51 -20 -16 -34- .

-76 -113 -127 -225 22
26 -63 -94 -214 31

1,209 1,333 716 690 737
-1,323 _-, 326 -725 -678 -710
-114 7 -9 12 27
383 398 186 175 170

-109 -132 _ -65 -80 -84

160

84
186

273

160
210

112

-15
18

107

-118
-107

113

135
144

(1) Minus sign indicates debit; no sign indicates
(2) Provisional
(3) Including debits of -14, -11, -6, -3 and -6 to

with non-territorial organizations

-credit

government transactions


